[Current development of research of biodegradable interbody fusion Cage].
To summarize the basic research and the clinical application of biodegradable interbody fusion Cage. Recent literature concerning biodegradable interbody fusion Cage at home and abroad was extensively reviewed, and current developments of the basic research and the clinical application of biodegradable interbody fusion Cage were investigated. Basic research shows that the stiffness of biodegradable interbody fusion Cage is lower than that of metallic Cage, so it can enhance interbody fusion. As interbody fusion proceeded, biodegradable interbody fusion Cage degrades constantly, but the speed of degradation can not keep in parallel with that of fusion. In addition, the tissue response to degradation products is controversy. Clinical application shows that the biodegradable interbody fusion Cage can enhance interbody fusion and maintain disc space height. The short-term results are good, however, the long-term results need further observation. Biodegradable interbody fusion Cage can effectively enhance interbody fusion.